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HEADLINES
Crazy for crepes

Looking for something new to eat in Marion? JuJu Berry is opening a new restaurant
next door, serving crepes and more! Page 3

Three new species
discovered in Australia
Kenya mourns, begins search for bodies
after Somali terror group kills 67 and
collapses part of Westgate shopping
mall in a four day siege. Page 5

Praise plus prayer
equals peace

Marylou Habecker shares her insights on
the new Bible study she hosts for all female
students, faculty and administration. Page 6

Band for IFC concert
held in “virtual
kidnapping”

Female drummers keep the beat
in chapel worship. Page 8

Start of an era

The men’s and women’s basketball
programs tip-off their seasons this weekend
with new coaches at the helm. Get a
glance at the new Trojans! Page 12

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today
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Junior Daniel Wenger shovels some delicious Chicken Nuggets onto his plate.

DC dishes about change
New DC director explains
reasons for restructuring
Erika Norton
News Co-Editor

From the soft-serve machine debacle to the new hamburger line,

Saturday

49°
30°

Sunday

50°
34°

sophomore Maddie Schoenherr,
along with other students, has noticed the recent changes in the Dining Commons.
Schoenherr faces special difficulties, especially since she is intolerant
to foods containing gluten and dairy.
“I have a hard time eating regular food line items because they’re

just not labeled very well,” Schoenherr said. “Anything that’s fried, I’m
supposed to stay away from because
I was told it was fried in the same
thing (oil) as breaded things, which
shouldn’t be a big deal, but the DC
fries a lot of things.”
Though Schoenherr’s dietary situation is unique, many students feel

the same lack of diversity in food options, especially when compared to
the menu available last year.
“In general, yes (the DC has less options),” Schoenherr feels. “I think that
when they took out the one line (The
Globe), a lot of the variety went away.”

A fall ball

standard set by last year’s Gatsby
dance.
“We really looked at last year as setting the standard and the bar and we
really wanted to still have that same
standard for dances because it was so
well attended,” Williams said.
One attitude from last year that
Leever is hoping to carry over from
last year is the overall enthusiasm towards the dance.
“I think that … a big part of Gatsby
was the enthusiasm. Everybody put
effort into themselves and put effort
into their outfit. So, I think that can
definitely still happen for this dance
too,” Leever said.
Students will be able to select a
mask when they purchase their tickets, the cost of which will be included in ticket prices. Like last year, two
nights of waltz lessons will be offered
during the week before the dance, and
ticket prices will be reduced for attending the dance lessons.
Leevers reminds students that despite the necessity of a partner to
waltz, students do not need to feel
like they need to bring a date.
“We want to really encourage (people that you) don’t need partners to
come. Come with (your) friends and
don’t necessarily think that you need
to be a couple to come. We really want
to communicate that you can still
come to this dance and have fun.”
Williams is eager to see how the
dance will look once everyone is all
dressed up.
“I’m really excited just to see everyone super dressed up in a place (that
still) feels like the Taylor community,
but it’s not (at) Taylor,” Williams said.

TSO prepares for the first
dance of the year
Hannah Haney
News Co-Editor
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The theme for this semester’s dance will be Masquerade.

Gents, it’s time to call home for that
suit. Ladies, air out those evening
gowns. TSO will be hosting a fall masquerade ball on Nov. 22.
The dance will be held off-campus
this year, at the Cornerstone Center
for the Arts in Muncie. As a result, students are encouraged to go in groups,
so that everyone will have a ride.
“We knew we wanted to have at
least one (dance) each semester,”
said senior Student Body President
Bri Leever. “We wanted to do (one)

this semester and we wanted to pick
a theme that’s slightly more formal for
this dance. … we wanted this one to
be more formal and we wanted it to
be right before Thanksgiving.”
Student Activities Council president, senior Chelsea Williams, was
also a part of the decision to come up
with a dance that would be different
from last year, but be fun for students.
“We wanted to have a dance that
was appropriate, that would be something fun for people to get dressed up

Graphic by Claudia Viscarra

for, but also … to have like an excuse
to be different and to be fancy,” said
senior Student Activities Council
president Chelsea Williams.
The idea of a masquerade was a
relatively easy choice, according to
Leever.
“Masquerade is enough that people can do stuff themselves and like
they themselves are. . . contributing
to the theme in the formal aspect of
the dance,” Leever said.
TSO is looking to build upon the

Changes continued on page 2
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“I’ve known Helen ever since she’s been (at
Taylor University). Her dad was really helpful
when my dad was President.”
In loving memory of Helen Beers
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Home at last: Red Sox win
World Series at Fenway
www.usatoday.com

Changes continued from page 1

Matthew Riley, director of dining
services discussed the reasoning behind some of the changes that were
made this semester.
“I wouldn’t say you necessarily have
less options, it’s just that all of the options are still there, they might just
not all be out at the same time,” Riley said.
Riley explained how the food that
was offered at The Globe (the international food line) and The Well (the
“wellness” and healthy food line)
which were both taken away this semester, is now mixed into Chef ’s Corner and the Homeward Bound (home
cooking) line.
“There were only a handful of students that utilized that area (The
Globe) as well as with the Wellness
area,” Riley said. “We were throwing
away an awful lot, and that’s why we
looked at moving the burgers there
and incorporating The Globe and The
Well in other areas.”
The biggest reason behind moving the hamburger line to where The
Globe used to be, according to Riley, was to increase the quality of the

Hawaii: Gay Marriage Bill Is Approved
in the Senate
www.nytimes.com

Saudi Arabia women defy authorities
over female driving ban
www.cnn.com

5 Suspects Are Held in Attack in
Beijing
www.nytimes.com

burgers being offered.
Riley explained that when a student
came up to get a burger, they would
take a pre-cooked patty from a steam
well, put it on the cooktop, and melt
cheese on it.
“There were times where. . . it was
30 to 40 minutes from the time it (the
burger) was cooked to the time the
students got it,” Riley said.
Riley also admitted that due to
health codes, they had to discontinue heating the burgers right there.
“Health code won’t allow us to cook
burgers without a hood system, so we
needed to do something anyway because we couldn’t cook the burgers
out front anymore,” Riley said.
The DC decided to switch to fresh
burger patties, which allows for seasoning and less time sitting out. Riley
shared that the hamburger line is in
“phase one” of a larger vision to make
the line more like a Fuddruckers or a
Smashburger with a greater variety
of toppings.
They plan to start this process next
semester, according to Riley. The softserve ice cream machine has also
been an ongoing problem, but it has

been fixed and Riley hopes it stays
that way.
Dean of Students Skip Trudeau
feels any negative student perceptions of the DC changes are due to a
lack of communication.

food we would serve out of there
(Chef ’s Corner) because if we discover that no one really likes it, we’re not
going to waste too much more time
to try and develop a full concept,” Riley said.
They’re already trying to do a lot of
new dishes at the Chef ’s Corner, said
Riley. Chef de Cuisine Megan Jeffers
has been asking people what they’d
like to see to try and provide more
food variety.
“We’ve had a number of global and
international influences there (Chef ’s
Corner) because a lot of those students have said to Megan, ‘I’d love this
type of dish that I used to eat at home
all the time,’ and so Megan does the
research and figures out what she’s
going to need to do to make it,” Riley said.
This week, the Chef ’s Corner served
a lot of seasonal cuisine, including
dishes with pumpkin, fall spices and
cold weather vegetables. On Wednesday night, there were ballpark-style
hotdogs and last night, to celebrate
Halloween, there were apple dumplings, candy, a chocolate fountain and
a caramel fountain.

“I wouldn’t say you necessarily
have less options, it’s just
that all of the options are still
there, they might just not all
be out at the same time.”
“Being self-critical here a little bit,
we haven’t done a very good job of
communicating that and/or convincing students that this is a change for
the better,” Trudeau admitted.
Riley also mentioned a possible
new concept for “Chef ’s Corner,” the
food line in the middle of the DC, by
adding things such as cold plates,
entree salads, homemade bread and
vegetarian options. To help address
student concerns and see what students want to eat, Riley said they
are in the process of forming focus
groups made up of students and staff.
“We want to use focus groups to
to start testing some of the potential

Egypt arrests Muslim Brotherhood
leader: ministry source
www.reuters.com

ONLINE
TEASER
Taylor in LA

The Echo interviewed Thatcher Ritz,
who is in L.A. at the Los Angeles Film
Studies Center. Wednesday

“That’s where some of that variety
comes in,” Riley said. “You get tired of
seeing the same thing over and over
so let’s do something a little different.”
Riley said that they hope to start a
new allergen program next semester,
which will provide allergen information for every item that is served in
the DC as well as the Grille.
“You can’t just tell (the ingredients)
from looking at things . . .” Schoenherr said.

Photograph by Jones-Smith Funeral Home

Helen Beer was heavily involved with the Taylor community.

In loving memory
of Helen Beers
Taylor alumna passed
away last Monday
Hannah Schaefer
Contributor

Students take advantage of the many services the Dining Commons has to offer.

Photographs by Luke Lines

On Monday, Oct. 28, Helen Beers went
to be with the Lord.
Beers, a loved beneficiary of the
Taylor community, passed away at 80
years old, leaving behind a husband,
six children and 15 grandchildren.
Helen was heavily involved in the Taylor Women’s Bible Study as well as the
Taylor Women’s Book Club.
She also participated in Helping

Hand Ministry and attended Upland
Community Church.
“I’ve known Helen ever since she’s
been (at Taylor University). Her dad
was really helpful when my dad was
President,” said Nelson Rediger, regional director for advancement and
son of then-president Milo Rediger.
Although not well-known to students across Taylor campus, the impact Helen made behind the scenes
will continue to shape generations
to come.
The funeral took place today at 10
a.m. at Upland Community Church.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

JAZZ ENSEMBLE
CONCERT, 7:30-9 p.m.,
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

RICE PILAF, 9-10 p.m.,
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

COMMUNITY
THANKSGIVING
SERVICE, 6-8 p.m.,
Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

WOW CHILDREN’S
CHOIR CONCERT, 7-8
p.m., Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

ALL CAMPUS
WORSHIP, 8:15-9:15
p.m., Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

WOW JOB FAIR, 7-10
p.m., Euler Lembright
Atrium

WOW GLOBAL DANCE
NIGHT, 8-10 p.m., Euler
Lembright Atrium
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Ritz wants to improve the state of education
in Indiana and provide student-centered
learning that allows for flexibility in
their education.
State superintendent speaks to local
officials
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Crazy for crepes

JuJuBerry opens
crepe restaurant

Olivia Jessup
Local Editor

The owners of JuJuBerry are opening a crepe restaurant in Marion this
November. The restaurant, called
Crepe Crazy, will serve paninis alongside homemade crepes. About two
months ago, Matt Stinson, owner of
JuJuBerry, came up with the idea and
has been working on it with his family since.
“We realized that most of the restaurants in town that serve lunch are
either fast food or Mexican restaurants,” Stinson said. “We thought that
what we would do is offer some upscale sandwiches and then, of course,
crepes.”
Although crepes are popular
around the world, Stinson noted
that not everyone in Marion may
know what crepes are. Stinson hopes
that it will help make Marion more
well-rounded for people to visit and
benefit the community in the long

While JuJuBerry is self-serve, Crepe quality product that people can ap- panini or a crepe.
Crazy will serve their customers food, preciate,” Stinson said.
Although Crepe Crazy is currentsomething that Stinson looks forward
Customers can expect to find a cre- ly being decorated, Stinson plans on
to in adding to the restaurant.
ative menu, with both savory, meat- opening the restaurant in mid-Norun. The Stinson family hopes it will
“It’s actually fun and satisfying to filled crepes and sweet, dessert crepes, vember, between Nov. 15 and Nov. 22.
provide a more unique and healthi- make food that people will actually as well as paninis and salads. Some
er food option. According to Stinson, sit down and eat it right there, a high options may be available as either a
the restaurant could even be considered more of a foreign food place.
“Paninis are typically thought of
as Italian, and crepes are typically
thought of as being French. So we’re
putting our own slant on both,” Stinson said.
Crepe Crazy will serve primarily
crepes and paninis, alongside other
related foods. Soup and chili will also
be available to customers, according
to Stinson. And while dessert crepes,
filled with items like strawberries
and whipped cream, will be available, more desserts can be found right
next door.
“People can actually have a meal at
Crepe Crazy and have dessert at JuJuBerry,” Stinson said.
JuJuBerry is a self-serve frozen yogurt shop. Crepe Crazy, on the other
hand, will be a full restaurant. It will
be right next door to JuJuBerry, where
the party room used to be. JuJuBerry
and Crepe Crazy are both owned by
Photograph by Olivia Jessup
Crepe Crazy, a new restaurant next to JuJuBerry, puts a new spin on some unusual foods.
the Stinson family.

State superintendent
speaks to local officials
Glenda Ritz discusses
education in Indiana
at a local dinner
Olivia Jessup
Local Editor

Local officials met on Wednesday,
Oct. 30, for their quarterly Local

Elected Officials (LEO) dinner, organized by the Grant County Economic Growth Council. Glenda Ritz, the
Indiana Superintendent of Public Instruction, was the guest speaker at
the dinner.
Education leaders and superintendents from around Grant County listened as she spoke about the

current state of education in Indiana
and what she hopes to change. Afterward, attendees were able to ask Ritz
questions about her plans for education in Indiana.
After a brief call to order and officer election, Ritz spoke to the officials.
Major topics discussed included the
current testing system and testing reform, as well as child-centered education and data and poverty in the
school systems.
“We are continuing to get partners
everywhere. The coordinators’ jobs
are really to facilitate that, to be sure
that the schools have what they need

to make sure the student-centered ac- on April 9, 2014.
countability happens,” Ritz said.
Ritz aims to raise proficiency in
both reading and mathematics to
meet standards for college and careers, particularly by testing both
growth and performance. She wants
to improve the state of education in
Indiana and provide student-centered learning that allows for flexibility in students’ education.
Other issues included the changing of the ISTEP testing system and
encouraging pre-service educators.
Photograph by Indiana Public Media
The next Local Elected Officials
Glenda Ritz acts on behalf of
child-centered education.
Dinner will be a celebration banquet

WORLD & NATIONAL

“The President will challenge leaders in
states, philanthropy, and the private
sector to make their own commitments
to improve college value while
reducing costs.”
Obama administration tackles
college costs

TheEchoNews.com

THE BIGGER PICTURE
So much happens outside Taylor,
but what does any of it have to do
with you? The world can seem like
an overwhelming web of stories, and
this column will help you find your
place inside it. Sit down with me as we
explore the bridges that connect us to
the rest of the world.

Faces of
hope
Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

The words Pakistan and Taliban are
synonymous in the minds of many
Americans of my generation.
The Taliban is a fundamentalist
Islamic political movement which
originated in Pakistan, known for enforcing restrictive Sharia law and its
terrorist tactics. However, no nation
should be defined by their extremist
movements, and Pakistan deserves to
be understood outside the context of
the Taliban.
But when the people of Pakistan are
not labeled as terrorists, they are cast
as victims instead. It is true that Pakistan endures bombings and drone
strikes from all sides, but each community has their own stories, struggles, and triumphs.
Why aren’t those stories told? I
blame this skewed perception largely on the media, which too often supports a mantra that violence sells
better than hope.
Violence has been a primary theme
in Pakistani news, with headlines
consistently announcing tragedies
like the Sept 23 Taliban church bombing which killed 81 people.
This press coverage gives the U.S.
ample justification to defend their
drones strikes against the Taliban in
Pakistan, calling them “legal”, “ethical” and “wise” responses to terrorist threats, according to White House
Press Secretary Jay Carney.
Never once are the victims of these
strikes mentioned. But it is important
that they are heard.
Pakistani victims of a drone strike
testified to members of Congress on
Oct. 29, urging against the strikes. According to the testimonies, a drone
under CIA control reported three to
five militants killed in the attack—
however, the only death was that of
a grandmother. Zubair Rehman, 12
years old, spoke about the day he
saw his grandmother killed, according to RT.
“As I helped my grandma in the
field, I could see and hear drones
overhead but wasn’t worried because
we’re not militants,” Zubair said.
“I no longer like blue skies. In fact,
I prefer gray skies. When sky brightens, drones return and we live in fear,”
he added.
In spite of the fear, there are many
Pakistani citizens living out inspirational stories in the midst of national instability and personal hardship.
Nobel Peace Prize nominee and Pakistani student Malala Yousafzai is
quickly becoming an internationally
recognized figure after being shot in
the head by the Taliban last year. Her
unexpected recovery and unwavering
international campaigns for education have brought awareness to her
cause, and to the moderate voices of
Pakistan.
There are many unsung heroes as
well. There is the generosity of the
Pakistani people, detailed in a 2006
book by Adil Najam estimating that
the financial assistance to the country by the Pakistani diaspora was
worth more than a billion U.S. dollars. There is the 2013 Enrolment
Emergency Campaign, focused on
enrolling more than 2 million elementary-aged children and training
20,000 teachers in the Punjab region,
according to the Tribune. There are
social entrepreneurs such as former
World Bank employee Roshaneh Zafar, who set up Pakistan’s first microfinance institution in 1996.
Listening to the stories of those affected by drone strikes and bombings
is a step in the right direction, in reminding the world that the Pakistani
people are not defined by terrorism.
However, if the image stops at victimhood, whether at the hands of Taliban
bombers or U.S. drones, it still falls
short in presenting the true face of
Pakistan to the world.
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Amid chaos: a chance for Kurdistan?
Beneath rising tensions
between the PKK and
Turkish government,
the hope for a sovereign
Kurdish state remains
Patrick Neer
Contributor

The Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PKK), a
Kurdish separatist group, threatened
to resume hostilities with the Turkish government last week after a seven-month truce in the face of stalled
peace talks, according to Al-Jazeera.
The tenuous ceasefire, established in
March, was conditional on the withdrawal of PKK forces from Turkey and
the pursuit of a peaceful settlement
by Turkish leaders.
These are conditions the PKK leadership feel have not been met.
The PKK was founded in the 1970s

by Abdullah Ocalan and a group of
students out of Ankara, but it didn’t
gain its paramilitary reputation until 1984. At this time, the group began to use training camps in France
to launch attacks and bombings on
Turkish government targets. This violence led the PKK to be labeled as
a terrorist organization by both the
U.S. and the EU, and continued until
1999, when Ocalan was captured by
Turkish forces.
Amy Mantravadi, a 2008 Taylor
alumnus who worked for the Egyptian Press Office in Washington, compared the conflict between Turkey
and the PKK to the U.S.’s frustrations
in dealing with Taliban forces.
“The U.S. has struggled to combat
Taliban forces in Afghanistan because
they can fall back to their safe havens
in Pakistan,” Mantravadi said.
“Similarly, the Turkish government has always been frustrated by
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the ability of the PKK to gain support
from the Kurdish regions in northern
Iraq and Syria,” Mantravadi added.
The ceasefire is the latest in a series of tiptoes toward reconciliation
between the PKK and Turkey. Mantravadi called the peace talks “the
most positive development we have
seen on this front in several years,”
but characterized the talks as a “two
steps forward, one step back” process.
The Turkish Prime Minister, Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, has taken a conciliatory tone, offering wider rights to
Turkish Kurds at the risk of alienating
his native Turkish base. Ocalan has
called for the PKK to dial back on using violence as a vehicle for change,
Al-Jazeera reported.
Despite this optimism, reform has
been slow to coalesce.
Cemil Bayik, a founding member
of the Kurdish nationalist group,
claimed that Turkey was stalling on

U
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peace talks while waging a proxy war
against the PKK in Syria by supporting and arming hostile rebel groups,
Al-Jazeera reports. In Syria, a PKKbacked Kurdish militia retaliated by
seizing a border post from Syrian rebels linked with Al-Qaeda in the Hasakah province of northeast Syria on
Sunday, according to the BBC. The
Syrian National Coalition claimed
that Iraqi ground forces had assisted
the Kurdish militias in capturing the
region, a claim that Iraq’s government
staunchly denied.
“The last thing we need is to get
dragged into a military combat inside Syria. We will not engage in any
way,” an Iraqi security official told
Al-Jazeera.
The Hasakah province borders both
Turkey and Iraq, providing a potential
strategic middle-ground for PKK forces to cross from region to region with
minimal resistance.

D

THE WORLD
Turkey:
CIA figures place Kurds as making
up nearly 20 percent of Turkey’s
population, concentrated in an
almost absolute majority along the
eastern border of Turkey.

Northern Syria:
According to Al-Jazeera,
“The northeastern province
of Hasakah, which borders
Turkey and Iraq, has a population of over a million, about 70 percent of whom are
Kurds and 30 percent are Arabs.”

Armenia:
According to census data, around
37,000 Kurds live in Armenia for a total
of 1.3 percent of the total population.

Iran:
Kurds make up 7-10
percent of Iran’s population, the CIA reports.
Iranian Kurds face
systematic discrimination from the Iranian government, according to
Amnesty International.

Northern Iraq/’South Kurdistan:’
Kurds make up anywhere from 15-23
percent of Iraq’s population, with a
majority living in the autonomous region of ‘South Kurdistan’ in the north
of Iraq, according to CIA reports.

A look at the distribution of the Kurdish people group in the Middle East.

Obama
administration
tackles
college costs
New plan to cut costs
for students across
nation relies on federal
incentives, extra funding
Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

The Obama Administration announced during a press conference
Wednesday its new plan to deal with
the rising costs of college in the United States.
The administration, which has addressed college costs in the past, says
it is focused on ways to make higher
education more affordable for American families. The government already
dishes out $150 billion each year in financial aid, but the money is distributed to schools primarily on the basis
of enrollment numbers, according to
a White House statement.
President Obama’s new plan focuses on ways to move resources to colleges who have proved themselves
based on student and faculty performance, according to U.S. Secretary of
Education, Arne Duncan.
The plan doesn’t come without cost
to the government, however. As part
of the administration’s proposal, President Obama has requested $1 billion
in funding intended to speed state reform for higher education.

As soon as students graduate, the clock starts ticking for them to pay back their student loans.

Obama’s goal is to entice students
away from local and community
schools—institutions that cost much
less—and incentivize them to enroll
in more notable colleges and universities across the nation, according to
a White House statement. This effort
is known as the Race to the Top, and
will attempt to smooth the transition
from high school to college by providing more reasonable cost options.
Other points the administration
is focused on achieving include provision of rewards for colleges who
enroll low and moderate income students, and plans to hold accountable
students who receive federal funding
for their academics.
But the administration says it isn’t

just focusing on government incentives to level the college playing field.
“The President will challenge leaders in states, philanthropy, and the
private sector to make their own commitments to improve college value
while reducing costs,” according to
the office of the White House Press
Secretary.
Those commitments include philanthropic efforts, state enacted programs and educational prizes as a
form of incentive for students to continue to pursue higher education.
The Obama Administration does
not yet have a concrete formula for
how it will achieve it’s plan for higher education reform. In the press conference Duncan discussed the efforts

Photograph by hxdbzxy

of Education department officials to
gather the input of all stakeholders regarding the affordability plan. Town
hall discussions, round table conferences, press conferences and public
forums will be hosted by universities
around the nation between now and
fall 2014, to gather data and opinions
on how to best implement the government’s goals for higher education. According to Duncan, citizens have the
right to a system of education which
functions at its highest potential.
“The United States offers the best
higher education in the world, and we
owe it to families and students to provide them with the best information
and processes as they make educational decisions,” Duncan said.

SCIENCE &TECH

The expedition discovered a leaf-tailed
gecko, a golden skink and a yellow boulderdwelling frog.
Three new species discovered in Australia
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  Nerdster

The
upgrade
generation
Katelyn S. Irons
Science & Tech Editor

Do you remember
the days when things
would last? Maybe
you don’t. There was
a time you could
buy something and
it wouldn’t be outdated by the time
it was out of its packaging.
You felt better about investing in it
too, because you knew that it would
last more than a year before breaking.
It’s been so long that our generation doesn’t even really remember
that time.
While waiting in line for the iPhone
5s a month ago, quite a few people
were holding a soon-to-be-outdated
iPhone 5. One man complained about
how slow his was after only a year of
use. He wasn’t just getting the new
iPhone because he could—he said he
needed to get a new one.
This is how long things last in
this generation—barely a year, for a
product costing hundreds of dollars.
And as soon as something new comes
out, we must have it. We upgrade to
the latest and greatest, always looking
for something new and better.

November 1, 2013
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‘A phone
worth keeping’
Motorola and Phonebloks
join forces to develop a
new kind of smartphone
Chelsea Molin
Contributor

Every day, millions of electronic devices are thrown out because one
component fails. Dutch designer
David Hakkens wanted to solve this
problem, so he created Phonebloks,
a company attempting to create the
world’s first upgradeable and customizable smartphone.
Phonebloks is based around the
idea of building a phone from a base
and adding each part (camera, speaker, memory, battery, etc.) onto that.
Each part, known as a “blok,” could be
interchanged for an upgrade.
Now Phonebloks is teaming up
with Motorola to build this more sustainable smartphone. Their collaboration revolves around Motorola’s
Project Ara, an open source platform
for developing modular smartphones.
“Recently, we met (with Hakkens),”
Motorola’s Paul Eremenko wrote on
the company’s blog. “Turns out we
share a common vision: to develop a
phone platform that is modular, open,

customizable and made for the entire world.”
Eremenko said that the excitement
and community that Phonebloks created fit perfectly with Motorola’s current technical work. Work on Ara will
be not be kept behind closed doors in
an effort to engage with the Phonebloks community.
“Phonebloks is a big fan of getting
the people involved right from the
start,” Hakkens said in a press release.
“Working together with a large company on this scale is quite revolutionary . . . They can’t make bad moves
when the world is paying attention.
The crowd can influence the direction
of the project.”
Phonebloks hit 979,372 supporters
on “Thunderclap Tuesday,” the day
the company had asked all their followers to share Phonebloks on social
media sites to get the word out.
“There’s clearly interest,” said computer science professor Jonathan
Geisler. “(And) there definitely are
very low-level systems that do similar ideas, so I think it’s technically feasible.”
He added that the problems developers might face might not be related
to actually building the phone.
Price is a potential problem.

Photograph provided by Motorola

Motorola began prototyping the upgradeable, customizable smartphone.

“I think there’s a place for it,” said
computer science professor Stefan
Brandle. “The question is, can they
get the price to a point where (most
people) can afford it?” He added that
although the total cost of ownership may be equal to the cost of other smartphones, if the initial price is
too expensive, people may not buy it.
Stephen Gilliland, a senior computer science and engineering major, said the phone might be more of
a niche product, drawing interest of
techies but perhaps not the rest of
the world.
“I’m sure it would have a certain . . .
fan base,” Gilliland said. “The thing is,
we don’t really think practically about

how we use our phones. It’s usually
not something breaking that causes
us to get new (ones) . . . but new features and the latest technology . . .
We’re not thinking sustainably.”
In the meantime, Project Ara is
working with Hakkens to develop a
structural frame (known as an “endo”)
and modules for the device. This winter, they plan to invite developers to
create modules for Ara’s platform.
“Stay tuned,” Eremenko said. “There
will be a lot more coming from usin
the next few months.”
To learn more, visit motorola.com or
phonebloks.com.

My friend has a flip phone that
only texts and receives pictures,
which has survived the typical
life of three smartphones.
This is for two reasons—the stuff
we buy is not made to last, and technology is advancing so quickly it is
easy to get swept up into buying it at
every possibility. Nothing is wrong
with owning the latest smartphone
or investing in the best computer, but
there are consequences when an entire generation begins to make these
choices constantly.

Disposable technology
The first problem with always upgrading is we give companies an excuse to design cut-rate products. We
throw away millions of electronic devices every day when one component
fails, because companies know that
their consumers will upgrade as soon
as a new advancement in technology
catches their interest.
Even products for the home like
refrigerators, vacuums, washers
and dryers last from 10-20 years less
than they wused to, according to
the Consumerist.
This disposability of our technology
is not only a waste of our natural resources, but also a waste of our money! A friend has a flip phone that only
texts and receives pictures, which
has survived the typical life of three
smartphones. This is because it was
made for people who weren’t going
to upgrade anytime soon.
IPhones are a good example of this;
the phones used to be made of a durable backing, but now they have
changed to an easily scratched aluminum and people are almost required
to spend even more money getting a
case to protect their new toys.
Consumeristic Culture
The other concerning factor in the
upgrade generation is the building of
impatience. Some people need technology at their fingertips all the time,
whether for work or for schooling.
But people who are upgrading only
use them to become consumed with
social media and games.
If we look back on where we’ve
come from, we can see that art, technology, writing are all built upon previous generations and knowledge.
There is no new story, no completely new technology since the creation
of the earth.
Everything is an upgrade of something else. In that, of course, we must
continue to upgrade as a society, continue to advance. But we should be
advancing in the areas of sustainability by creating lasting technology. If
we continue to ignore the durability,
we will still end up being buried in
eco-friendly debris.

Three new species
discovered in Australia
Scientists uncover ‘lost world’
Katelyn S. Irons

Science & Tech Editor

In the age when scientists are considering settling on Mars, most people
would assume mankind has discovered most everything there is on this
planet. But scientists have discovered
what they are calling a “lost world”
with three new vertebrate species.
James Cook University and National Geographic led the expedition to
the craggy granite range in Australia’s Cape Melville in the northeastern province of Queensland. The

team accessed the remote area by
helicopter. This is one of the biggest
largely-unexplored wildernesses in
the world, featuring landscapes from
dune fields to rainforests, according
to the DailyMail.
“What’s really exciting about this
expedition is that in a place like Australia, which people think is fairly
well explored, there are still places
like Cape Melville where there are all
these species to discover,” said Tim
Laman, a National Geographic photographer and Harvard researcher.
“There’s still a big world out there

Tech-time: now
available on wrists!
A review of the curent trend of smartwatches
Samuel Bolds
Contributor

For hundreds of years, watches have
been a symbol of society. They were
elegant pieces of art proudly worn
around the wrist or tucked neatly
into a front pocket. But how people
access time has changed.
During the “smartphone boom”
of the new millennium, consumers
traded in their watches for PDAs and
smartphones. With this, checking the
time became a laborious operation.
Fishing a phone out of a pocket or
rifling through a purse has become
common hassle. When glancing
down at a phone in search of a clock,
a swarm of notifications beg for attention during time-checking breaks
in class or during work.
Because of this, the watch has

come back in stores. Like the phone,
it traded in gears and dials for buttons and lithium ion batteries. Now
people are looking to the watch as a
symbol of keeping time and a way to
organize notifications.
There are two varieties of smartwatches. The first is a device capable
of running independent of another
device, like the Pebble Watch. The
hardware is built light and sturdy according to Engadget.
The Pebble was designed with open
source in mind to take advantage of
a growing developer community. In
addition to having a “pleasantly responsive and simple” user interface,
do-it-yourself programmers can
write their own programs and load
them onto the watch, according to
Engadget.

Photograph by Conrad Hoskins and National Geographic

Pictured left: Leaf-tail gecko; top right: golden skink; bottom right: boulder-dwelling frog.

to explore.”
The expedition discovered a leaftail gecko, a golden skink and a yellow boulder-dwelling frog. Each of
these creatures are quite unique according to Conrad Hoskins of James
Cook University.
The highlight was the leaf-tailed
gecko, which Hoskin said he identified right away as a new species. The
“primitive-looking” creature can grow
up to eight inches long and has huge
eyes and a thin body with excellent
camouflage, according to CNN.
The yellow boulder-dwelling frog
only comes out of it’s rocky home in
the summer wet season when it is
raining. During times of rain, the frog
breeds and lays its eggs in the pools
formed in the rock crags.
These more independent watches can help users bridge the gap between their computers and phones,
placing technology even closer to
their fingertips.
The second type of smartwatch requires being paired with a specific device to function. Samsung’s Galaxy
Gear enables users to simply glance
at their wristwatch for notifications.
But this watch only displays text
messages and other transient applications (like the weather detail and
music) from the user’s Galaxy Note
3. These watches have fewer options
but are gradually becoming more
helpful in the lives of smartphone
users.
Engadget cynically reported, “If
you purchase a Galaxy Gear and don’t
have a compatible device, congratulations—you just bought yourself
a brick.”
Just as phones have evolved and become integrated into our lives over
the years, wearable tech is starting
to become more and more popular.
From watches to fancy glasses like
Google Glass, this tech is on the rise.
And yes, smartwatches can still

“These species are restricted to
the upland rainforests . . . They’ve
been isolated there for millennia,”
Hoskin said.
A long-limbed skink—a type of reptile—was also found in the rainforest
plateau, according to the study this
week by Zootaxa.
The team will be returning to
Cape Melville within a few months
to search for new species, including snails, spiders and perhaps even
small mammals, according to National Geographic.
“The top of Cape Melville is a lost
world,” Hoskin said. “Finding these
new species up there is the discovery of a lifetime. I’m still amazed and
buzzing from it.”

display the time.

Check it out!
Science & Tech
has online
exclusive
content
every week!
bit.ly/Hxvzvr
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“We all need each other, we are all the same at
the foot of the cross.”
Praise plus prayer equals peace
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Praise plus prayer equals peace

the women don’t just focus on bringing their needs before God. They
have an equal amount of time spent
in praising and blessing him.
Marylou Habecker’s
“It was through praise and prayer provision of God. They study it be“God delights in our praise, presthat there was peace,” Marylou said. fore Tuesday and then share how God ence and our prayer,” Marylou said.
Bible study looks at
“For years, I have said that this is a lit- spoke to them through it and how the
According to Marylou, prayer plus
prayer in a new light
passage affected their week.
praise equals peace. In that equation,
tle formula.”
Angelina Burkholder
Now, every Tuesday at noon, she
there is no room for complaining. She
“God delights in our praise,
opens the Great Room to all females
encourages the women to bring praisL&T Editor
presence and our prayer.”
es before God rather than laments.
on campus. Everyone is invited from
Marylou Habecker has been the First administration and faculty to stu“If you’re complaining, it’s not going
Lady of Taylor for almost eight years. dents and staff. Young and old gath“The Psalms seemed like a great to give peace,” Marylou said.
Through those years she has been er together to live out peace through place to be in and bathe in,” Marylou
This gathering also offers a unique
said. “I’ve always loved Psalms, par- opportunity for young women and
known as a woman of sincere love, genuine praise and prayer.
a motherly figure and most of all, a
“It’s our living room where people ticularly for hope, peace and praise.” older women to invest in each othfriend. She’s been a leader in many av- can gather and feel safe,” Marylou
The hour finishes with about 25 er through mentoring relationships.
enues on campus and has a heart that said. “We all need each other, we are minutes of prayer. During this time, Older women have the chance to
burns to see goodness dwell at Taylor. all the same at the foot of the cross.” Marylou encourages the women to pour wisdom into students while stu“This place is a very special place
Each Tuesday, the women tackle actually pray instead of just talking dents are able to refresh the tired lives
because we believe that God lives a different Psalm to learn about the about what they need prayer for. But of older women.
“I think just by sharing that fresh,
here among us and it is bathed in
prayer,” Marylou said. “It’s not a perexuberant and exciting walk with
fect place, but we believe that God’s
God that comes with youth is very
hand of protection is here.”
exhilarating,” Marylou said.
Just recently, Marylou headed up
Tuesday Bible study has a little
another charge. After a couple wombit of everything. Drinks, along with
en expressed interest and need for
occasional treats, are provided and
women on lunch break are encoura campus prayer group at the beginning of the year, Marylou started
aged to bring their meals along. With
planning. Drawing from one of her faa giant living room, Marylou has plenvorite passages, she was inspired by
ty of space for more people.
the story of Jehoshaphat in 2 Chron“We’re all incredibly welcoming and
icles 20. As Jehoshaphat’s enemies
it would be great to have more people,”
were marching against him, he gathMarylou said. “We’re all just there to
ered his men and sang praises to the
praise and to pray.”
Lord. Amidst their worship of God,
For further questions about the
their enemies turned on themselves
Tuesday Bible study, contact Marylou
and destroyed each other.
Habecker at mrhabecker@taylor.edu.
Photograph by Luke Lines
Every Tuesday, about 15 women gather in the Great Room for a time of prayer and study.

Halloween at Taylor
Halloween at Taylor resulted in weird costumes, random candy freebies and
crazy open houses. Different floors around campus went all out, featuring
haunted houses and carnivals for all students. Some floors even encouraged
members of the Upland community to visit for trick-or-treat time. Floor costume dinners and appearances of Slenderman, along with decorations and
candy were just some of the sightings in the DC last night. Despite heavy class
schedules and busy workloads, students at Taylor still find the time to carve
some pumpkins and celebrate the holiday.

Nathan Pavey shows enthusiasm for the Foundation carnival and haunted house.

Evan Koons and Jay Miller pose in their costumes for the photo booth in the Foundation open house.

ASK

ANGELINA

Dear Angelina, now that it’s finally November, can I start playing
Christmas music?
Of course! It’s Nov. 1, so turn up
the stereos and plug in the iPods.
Break out the hot chocolate and
ugly sweaters. It’s Christmas music time!
Okay, stop. Let’s take a deep
breath. There are approximately
54 days until Christmas. That’s a
month and a half away. Put those
jingles back in the closet, crazy
person. We’ve barely recovered
from our Halloween candy high.
Don’t interrupt the sugar flow.
Let’s keep the orange and red
leaves around for a little ƒwhile
longer before we dust the brown
naked twigs with snow.
Keep in mind that not everyone
around you is aching to rush along
the pretty season of fall to the evil
darkness of winter. Just because
you want ice blowing in your face
while you’re singing “fa-la-la-lala” doesn’t mean we do. Others
should not be held responsible
for your desires.
I tell you what, when we have
the big first snow, you can break
out the Christmas records and put
up the tree. But I’m not talking
about just a little snow frosting
with green still sticking through.
You need a solid downpour before
your early music-playing can be
justified. If the snow doesn’t come
before Thanksgiving dinner, then
Black Friday is your magical ticket. What better day to break out
holiday music than the day when
our nation claws for deals? Let’s
just enjoy some turkey, cranberry
sauce and consumer fights before
we hang our Christmas lights.
And if you’re only playing the
music only in anticipation for the
Christmas gifts . . . well then you
have your priorities mixed up anyway and Santa will probably dump
a whole Mack truck of coal into
your stocking.
Dear Angelina, yesterday I encountered an overly affectionate couple
in the D.C. several times in a row.
What should I do in such awkward situations?

Alexis Brenner and Hunter Walsh entertain students at the English open house.

Do you find yourself aching for advice
for your first-world problems? Are you
losing sleep over annoying problems
that keep turning up day after day?

Photographs by Luke Lines

Jamie Bell smiles at passing students during Alice in Wonderland open house.

ASK ANGELINA.
Send questions to:
lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com

Ooo, those couples. We all know
at least one. We pass them on the
sidewalk, interrupting their loving
embraces. We see them snuggling
together on giant bean bags at the
library. And now they’ve invaded
the DC. Goodness gracious.
If none of these sights sound familiar and you’re in a relationship,
the chances are you’re probably
the subject of this entry. Surprise. Most people around you in
public feel awkward about your
relationship.
I guess, if you can’t beat them,
join them. Grab a partner and
cuddle up with each other over
some mystery meat burritos. Just
mimic the behavior you have seen;
you’ll fit right in. But don’t stay for
too long. The results of your digestive process might destroy the
chance of romance.
But here’s the really bad news.
There will always be awkward
couples, and they will never
cease to cuddle up in the library,
the chapel, the union or the DC.
What’s better than love born over
delicious DC food? Nothing, I tell
you, nothing.
In the end, we’re all adults and
we’re all entitled to our own decisions. If cuddling up and smooching in front of hundreds of college
students is your thing, then the
rest of us will have to deal with it.

November 1, 2013

Taking care of business
Nicole Arpin
Copy Editor

Last week, heads turned in the DC.
Teetering curlicues of ice cream
prompted excited chatter as students
realized the sorely-missed soft-serve
machine was running again. Who can
we thank for its reestablishment? The
Student Senate.
Haven’t heard of it? You’re not alone.
“No one really knows what Student
Senate is,” said Charlie Richert, sophomore student senator.
Even the Senate President feels the
unawareness on campus.
“That’s been a struggle for Senate
in the past,” said Jeffry Neuhouser, senior Student Senate president. “People don’t know what Senate is, what
our function is. I’ve always had people
say, ‘Oh, what are you doing this year?’
‘I’m on Student Senate.’ ‘What’s Student Senate?’ Every single time you
have to explain what we are.”
This large but little-known cabinet
of TSO meets weekly to represent the
student body to administration and

to the Foundations class. Cramer
decided to incorporate some of the
Senate’s suggestions. A student senator was the first to recommend the
faculty. Its 17 members represent ev- Committee. A group of five senators book “The Sunflower,” which is now
ery hall on campus and bring issues now meet regularly with Riley to read required reading for the course.
from their peers to the Senate. When through every comment card and
Besides interacting with adminisseveral senators carry the same is- provide constructive feedback.
trators and faculty, Student Senate
In addition to meetings with ad- also manages club funding. TSO gives
sues to the meeting, Neuhouser invites the appropriate administrator ministration, some faculty also ar- the Senate $3,500 to distribute among
to come discuss the matter.
range to meet with Student Senate Taylor’s various clubs. After groups
for feedback on their classes. For ex- apply for club status, they present
“You can tell anything
ample, Jeff Cramer, computer science a potential budget before the Sento any senator. We’ll do
professor, met with the Senate last ate and request a certain amount of
year to discuss upcoming changes money. Last Tuesday, the Senate held
whatever we can to help.”
its budget meeting and allotted
At the beginning of the school
appropriate funds to each club.
year, student senators heard
This is an unprecedented season for Student Senate. There
many people voice concerns
about the new options in the DC.
are 20 clubs: a record number.
Neuhouser arranged for Matt RiThe Senate is also larger than
ley, the new Director of Dining
ever before. Its 17 members comServices, to come meet with the
prise the largest cabinet in TSO.
Senate.
As the legislative body, Student
“So he came and talked to all of
Senate has historically been
Senate and we got to know him
filled with upperclassmen polita little bit, and that was when
ical science majors. That trend
everyone said, ‘We want our ice
has also changed this year.
cream back!’ and so he got that
“We actually have a nice diverfixed,” Neuhouser said.
sity of majors this year, and I’m
After that initial dialogue, the
really happy about it. History
Photographs provided by Jeffry Neuhouser
Senate decided to form a Food
majors, political science majors,

Student Senate

President Suzanne Neefus and President Jeffry Neuhouser

science majors, even some writing
majors. That was a goal I didn’t know
I had until it happened: to have that
diversity of voices that aren’t just political science,” said Neuhouser, who
holds a political science minor.
Another of Neuhouser’s goals for
Student Senate is to spread truth and
dispel rumors around campus.
“I hate rumors,” Neuhouser said. “I
don’t want untruths being spread,
but spreading what’s actually going
on and having that clear communication is what I really strive for.”
Student Senate’s effectiveness lies
with the student body at large. Students must bring their concerns to
their representatives in order to see
those issues resolved.
“The more we can hear from the
people that we represent, from your
hall, from your friends . . . if you know,
‘Hey, I have an issue,’ go talk to your
representative about it, and they’ll
bring it up in the meeting,” Richert
said. “If enough of us are hearing
it around campus, then Jeffry will
schedule to bring in an administrator. Then we can get our voices heard.”
“You can tell anything to any senator. We’ll do whatever we can to help,”
Richert said.

Bergwall

Wengatz

Olson

Samuel Morris

Danielle Spoutz and Nathaniel Cullen

Charlie Richert and Stephen Paku

Kayleigh Avery and Courtney Selle

Davis Wetherell and David Chui

Gerig

English

Swallow Robin

Breuninger

Nathan Shuherk

Kaitlyn Bugno and Lori Strickler

Tiffany Solecki

Lucas Sweitzer and Emily O’Daniels

DC RECIPE WEEK

OF THE

by YOU

Great Scott!
Now that the soft serve machine is up and running, try this twist on the
Email your inventions to
Great Scott from Ivanhoe’s. Get plenty of vanilla soft serve and drizzle
honey ( from the toast section) over the top. Top with corn flakes from lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com
the cereal section for the perfect sweet and crunchy combination.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Chris Chang @CChang65
Nothing to eat at the dc? You can
always fill yourself up with soft
serve! #springbreakBod #tayloru

Echograms #TaylorU

Abby Campbell @AbbyCampbell22
Stop signs don’t apply to drivers at
#tayloru apparently...😑
K Swiz @xapismarie
My room in Swallow Robin has
been equated to the rooms
in Gryffindor by a friend from
BSU. #TaylorU #eatyourheartout
#YoureawizardHarry
Joel Benson @InevitableJoel
Just remember Taylor students,
when it rains, it worms. #TaylorU
#beware
David Neel @DangerNeel
I wonder how many of the lost
and found items in the Bob Craton
emails actually get returned?
#taylorU
Emily Cole @emilyrenecole
I can still feel the pound of the
drum from Gospel Choir in chapel
this morning #TaylorU #TUChapel

k3hlay: “Home is where the heart is. #2CO #HeartOfOlson #WingGear #tayloru #OlsonHall”

xapismarie: “Batman was at lunch! #tayloru #halloweengram”
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Lauryn Congemi @lauryncongemi
advising always stresses me
out #canibeafreshmanagain?
#neverleaving #sorrycantmakeme
#tayloru

A&E

Delorean issued a statement several days
later explaining the kidnapping and
announcing the cancellation of their fall tour.
IFC concert cancelled due to “virtual
kidnapping”
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Superhero
movies that
need to be
made

Illustration by http://www.cinezapping.com

2. David Haller, a.k.a. Legion

Why not? Also . . . who is Legion?
David Haller is Scottish, cursed
with terrible hair and the son of
X-Men leader Charles Xavier. He
has every superhero power imaginable, which is great . . . except he’s
also crazy.
Each of his superpowers has a personality (in his head), but they’re also
impossible to control. Unlike the
Overlooked heroes who deserve a spot on the big screen X-Men, David fights alone, and he’s
almost constantly fighting himself.
Kristin Gaffney
David Haller’s movie could explore
bracelets, her Lasso of Truth, and a the struggle with a young man learnStaff Writer
host of superpowers. Diana holds a ing his place in their world. It would
Superhero movies are proving to be a place in the elite of the Justice League show emotions in a way superhephenomenon that won’t die out. With alongside Batman and Superman. ro movies tend to shy away from. It
old and new comic book fans embrac- Wonder Woman is strong, fierce and would also provide a metaphorical
ing the recent popularity, people are compassionate. She is a hero who drama for growing up and discoverstarting to demand a greater variety young girls can look up to.
ing yourself, which plenty of young
in characters and genre, so here are
DC needs to redeem itself after people can relate to.
several characters that would make having recently alienated many fefantastic superhero films.
3. Black Widow
male fans with a drawing contest
Why not? The studio wants to
that would depict suggestive pho1. Wonder Woman
tos of villain Harley Quinn about to make other movies first . . . like DocWhy not? DC Comics thinks it’s too commit suicide. A successful and fair tor Strange (a wizard) and Ant-Man
complicated; meanwhile, Marvel re- Wonder Woman movie could com- (the abusive somehow-pacifistic suleases a movie featuring a gunslinging pletely change the company’s image perhero who grows and shrinks).
raccoon and a talking tree in space.
in the public eye. With Batman and
There are several things “Iron Man
Wonder Woman, a.k.a. Diana Superman’s movie franchises, Green 2” and “The Avengers” don’t tell you
Prince, is an Amazonian princess Arrow’s show and an upcoming Flash about the Black Widow: she’s as
from the all-female island of The- series, it seems high time for some old as Captain America, was brainmyscira who fights for justice, peace female representation in the DC cin- washed by a Russian agency to be
and equality. She has an arsenal of ematic universe.
a spy during the Cold War and was
weapons, such as her indestructible
trained to fight by Bucky Barnes

Illustration by http://www.kotakgame.com

(Captain America’s sidekick).
Her story is tragic, intriguing and
a James Bond-esque romp through
dangerous spy situations that have
brought her face to face with communists, presidents and Doctor Doom.
She is unstoppable in “The Avengers,” clearly pulling her own weight
and expertly portrayed by Scarlett
Johansson. As a familiar character,
a movie would be a safe investment
and would likely create a fantastic female superhero film.
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5. Power Man & Iron Fist

Why not? Probably because no one
has brought it up.
Luke Cage, a.k.a. Power Man, is
an African-American man who has
near-indestructible skin and superhuman strength thanks to an accident. He’s a popular figure, so much
so that Nicolas Coppola took his last
name to become . . . Nicolas Cage.
Iron Fist, a.k.a. Danny Rand-K’ai, is
a martial artist who gave up nearly
everything in his quest to obtain the
power of the Iron Fist, a long legacy
4. Deadpool
of martial artists. He was born into a
Why not? They’re trying, everyone wealthy New York City family. Danny
wants it, but for some reason the stu- joined Luke Cage in the “Heroes for
Hire” comic arc, with the two eventudio is not on board.
Okay, he’s not actually a hero. But ally becoming “Power Man and Iron
his fun-loving, joking personality has Fist.” They fight evil and, once in a
made him a cult favorite for comic while, get paid for it.
book readers. Deadpool, a.k.a. Wade
“Power Man and Iron Fist” inWilson, is a mercenary who will do volves the adventure of two friends
anything, from saving a kitten from fighting while exploring tension bea tree to outright murder, for a bit of tween the upper and lower class.
Beloved characters are getting a
cash or enough Doritos Locos Tacos.
He’s crazy, with two voices in his head pass while Ant-Man, a minor and
providing a humorous discourse for rather forgettable character, is getting
the reader.
his own feature. As superhero movies
Deadpool knows he is a comic book grow more popular, they must begin
character (once he had a comic about to feature a wider cast, which must
killing his readers so he could escape have women and minorities.
the comic book world—it didn’t work
out). He’s fun and violent and comic
books fans everywhere are excited to
consider a movie release.

What did Paul write?
Bible professor breaks
new ground and explores
question with first book
Alex Mellen
Copy Chief

Biblical Studies professor Greg MaGee recently released his first book.
“Portrait of an Apostle” argues for
Paul’s authorship of the epistles to the
Ephesians and the Colossians and is
a reworking of MaGee’s doctoral dissertation, a project spanning many
years of study.
“In the course of my research, I
would see people refer to their belief that Paul did not write these two
letters—Ephesians and Colossians—
as if it were just a given,” MaGee said.
“But I never really saw any good substantive explanation for why they believe that. It seemed more speculative,
not supported.”

“In the course of my research,
I would see people refer to
their belief that Paul did
not write these two letters—
Ephesians and Colossians—
as if it were just a given.”
MaGee explained that many scholars believe in a “school of Paul” that
was established after Paul died.
Though no historical evidence of it
exists, this school allegedly wrote
letters in the style of Paul to continue his practice.
During his research, MaGee studied
two letters that are known to be imitations of Paul written after his death.
The Epistle to the Laodiceans and 3
Corinthians were written in the second century, and MaGee compared
them to the canonical epistles.
MaGee also unearthed the original sources of the argument against
Paul’s authorship. He found that
these arguments were often forgotten after their circulation.
“So (people) either just accepted
them wholesale or, even if they believed in Pauline authorship of the
letters, they did not interact and specifically respond to some of those arguments,” MaGee explained.
The belief that Paul did not write

Photograph by Adam Perry

Professor Greg MaGee has written a
book about the Pauline authorship
of Ephesians and Colossians.

Photograph by appleseedsmusic.com

Spanish band Delorean was involved in a “virtual kidnapping.”

Ephesians and Colossians can impact
how Christians treat the letters, according to MaGee.
“When people are talking about
Paul’s theology . . . because they
bought into this idea that Ephesians
and Colossians are not from Paul,
those letters don’t really get reflected
in their views of Paul’s theology, and
so they become rather overlooked in
scholarship,” he said.
Since sales of MaGee’s book have
only begun, scholarly reviews have
not come in yet. MaGee expects those
over the next few years. His main audience is biblical studies students and
scholars, but much of his editing process helped make the book easier to
read and understand.
Despite the enormous breadth of
biblical scholarship, MaGee is tackling a rather unresearched topic from
a unique angle.
“It’s hard to find new ground in
biblical studies, but this had never
been done in a real extended fashion,” MaGee said. “And some (books)
that were most similar to mine were
coming to opposite conclusions. It
was fun to offer a response on the
other side.”
“Portrait of an Apostle” was released
on Sept. 24 and is available on Amazon in print and e-book form.

IFC concert cancelled due
to ‘virtual kidnapping’

Spanish band Delorean
not performing due
to complications
Ben Dulavitch
Contributor

The members of Integration of Faith
and Culture (IFC) are just a few of
the many students across campus
who enjoy listening to Spanish alternative dance bands in the Student
Union. They even planned a concert
at the end of October to satisfy their
cravings
Unfortunately, the event was cancelled due to a “virtual kidnapping”
in Mexico. A “virtual kidnapping”,
according to businesssecurityinformation.com, is when a person steals
personal information such a cell
phone or wallet. The thief will then
contact family or friends of the victim and claim they are kidnapped, demanding a ransom.
Delorean, a band formed in the
small Spanish town of Zarautz in

2000, was set to perform in the
Union this Tuesday, Oct. 29. The always-quirky IFC chose “jungle disco”
as the concert’s theme and reportedly
planned to serve fake bugs as refreshments. A “glitter tiger” was also rumored to make an appearance. The
organization was looking forward to
the event.
That was, until a group of criminals in Mexico posed as security officers and informed Delorean that
there was a threat at their hotel. The
band was then moved to another location, where they were psychologically manipulated by the kidnappers
into believing they were in danger.
The kidnappers reportedly attempted to extort money from the band’s
family members.
The band was rescued several days
after the incident by the Spanish national police. None of the members
were harmed. Delorean issued a statement several days later explaining the
kidnapping and announcing the cancellation of their fall tour.

After the success of their Kishi
Bashi concert last year, IFC was disappointed by the band’s decision. “It’s
a bummer,” said senior IFC member
Janson Long. “We worked hard to
get them here, and we think it would
have been a lot of fun.”
According to Long, there is a possibility that Delorean may come to
Taylor after all, although not until
the spring semester. “We’re trying to
get them here sometime in February.
That would be ideal,” Long said.
In the meantime, IFC is in the process of organizing several events
planned for the upcoming months.
The organization will be screening
an upcoming film on Wednesday, Nov.
20. Additionally, IFC will shortly be
re-launching the IFC blog, which will
provide details about IFC events and
feature short articles reviewing books,
films, art and other cultural aspects.
IFC is reportedly considering
changing the theme of the Delorean
concert in February.
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To Singh, Taylor students are more than
pleasant company. They’ve become loyal
neighbors on whom he can rely.
Taylor keeps Marathon running
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GIRLS
GOT

RHYTHM!
Brittany Smith and
Hannah Koritz honor
God with their drums
Lexie V. Owen
Contributor

Hannah Koritz and Brittany Smith sit
on a couch together and talk about
their shared passion: drums. Hannah
has a cross around her neck. Brittany wears bright colors that reflect her
vibrant personality. Many may recognize these two girls from seeing them
on stage in chapel. Brittany is usually behind the djembe (jim-bay) and
Hannah behind the drum set.
Hannah Koritz is a freshman international business major. Brittany
Smith is a senior photography major.
This is Brittany’s second year playing
the djembe for chapel.
They sat in fascination as they listened to each other’s stories. They
both laughed as Hannah counted on
her fingers the number of years she’s
been playing. Her interest in drumming began ten years ago.
“My elementary school teacher had
a drum set in his room,” Hannah said.
“My music teacher was in a rock band
and he’d show us all these cool videos.
He’d teach us basics and I’d just be
watching. But then I started watching
Youtube videos and went from there.”
Brittany has been playing for six
years. Her interest was sparked when

she saw a Phil Collins concert on TV.
She received a drum set one Christmas and began taking lessons immediately. At the mention of Phil Collins,
Hannah began singing and they both
started playing imaginary drum sets.
Both girls started their drumming
careers playing for their youth groups,
and then progressed to worship for
their whole church. Some members
of Brittany’s congregation were surprised to see a female take a seat behind the drum set.
“The other drummers couldn’t
make it, so my youth pastor talked
me into drumming for the service,”
Brittany said. “It was fun to shock
people,” she laughed. “I could tell the
male drummers in my church felt a
little intimidated.”
Hannah has similar experiences
when she tells people she can drum.
“I love the surprise people get and
seeing their reactions,” Hannah said.
“Female drummers are so interesting,
because there aren’t many female
drummers out there. We need to have
more of them!”
When high school ended, Brittany
and Hannah brought their love of music to college.
“When I came to college, my drum
teacher said, ‘I don’t think you need
lessons anymore. Just go for it!’” Brittany said.
And she did. Both she and Hannah
were attracted to Taylor because of
the God-centered environment. Both
came with a desire to honor the Lord
with their music and fulfilled it by
joining a chapel band.
“I want to make the music in chapel more than what it could be,” Hannah said. “Seeing a female drummer,
I think, can change the perspective
and give it a new feel.
According to Chapel Coordinator
junior Keith Cantrell, both musicians

have a different approach to being
part of a band.
“I have been in worship bands before where the drummers just want
to do their own thing,” Keith said.
“Brittany always wants to make sure
her drumming compliments all the
other instruments. Hannah is always
watching her team members and
changing the song’s dynamics along
with them. Maybe listening to others
just comes more naturally for girls.”
Brittany and Hannah take on their
roles in chapel as serious responsibilities and unique privileges. They find
their greatest reward in helping Taylor students worship.
“As intimidating as it is seeing all
the students there, I love seeing everyone worshipping and the hands
being raised,” Brittany said. “You can
tell the sincerity of the students when
they’re worshipping.”
Hannah nodded. She smiled as she
described her own experience.
“How I worship is playing the drums
and being able to let everything go
and just play,” she said. “It’s humbling
to be able to play the drums up there
and it’s so cool to watch. Something’s
different when you’re up there helping people worship.”
Drumming has helped Brittany and Hannah grow in their own
spiritual lives as well. For Brittany,
it has been learning that God had a
plan for her drumming all along. For
Hannah, it’s been learning to play
through mistakes.
“What I’ve learned about drumming
is that we all make mistakes,” Hannah
said. “I give God the praise throughout the whole time. I just focus on
him. Sometimes when I mess up, I
just start smiling,” she said, grinning.
“I do that because I’m glorifying God
and it doesn’t matter if I mess up.”
Both hope to use drumming to
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Brittany and Hannah love keeping the beat for Taylor
students who are eager to worship God.

glorify God for the rest of their lives.
Though she doesn’t see herself playing professionally, Hannah dreams of
playing for nonprofits and one day
planting a church in Albania.
“When I was over there three years
ago, God put this dream in my head
that I’d start a church plant there
and start up a worship band,” Hannah said. “It’s my goal in life to go worship over there.”

Photograph by Tia Etter

Brittany aspires to be in a band, but
remains open to where God leads her.
“I see music as a great art and I want
to continue to be part of it,” Brittany said.
When Hannah and Brittany take
their places behind their drums in
chapel, they’re more than girls with
rhythm. They’re drummers who have
dedicated their lives to honoring God
with their art.

Taylor keeps
Marathon

running
Marathon owner
appreciates Taylor students
Lexie V. Owen
Contributor

A brisk walk down Main Street will
bring you to Upland’s Marathon gas
station, also known as the Pit Stop.
Outside, vehicles fill up with gasoline.
Inside are conveniences such as auto
supplies, snacks and every Taylor student’s favorite: ice cold fountain pop!
The store is largely youth-oriented,
with MTV playing on the television set
and catchy tunes on the radio. Tiny
pumpkins decorate the window sills
for the season. Near the heated cookies and pizza, a friendly man offers a
warm smile from behind the register.
Baljinder Singh has owned the Pit
Stop for the past 11 months. When he
bought the store last December he

was interested in Marathon’s quality
gasoline. He had no idea what quality
customers would soon be visiting his
store. From behind the register, his
eyes grew big and he grinned when
he talked about Taylor students.
“They’re always very polite, very
gentle,” Singh said. “They don’t make
a mess in the store. And the best
thing: they don’t smoke or anything.”
Kevin Diller, associate professor of
philosophy and religion, is a frequent
Marathon customer and a friend of
Singh. He’s often witnessed interactions between Taylor students and
the owner of Pit Stop.
“In general, Taylor students are
very warm and respectful to him,”
Diller said. “They are appreciated customers.”
Singh shows his gratitude to Taylor
students by making his store as convenient as possible. When he knows

a customer buying gas is a Taylor student, he takes five cents off each gallon they purchase.
“The company doesn’t care anything about that,” Singh said. “I just
pay from my pocket.
I try to keep Polar Pops very low.”
And he does. Even the 44 ounce drinks
have remained less than a dollar.
The general character of Taylor
students has made a lasting impression on Singh. Though no students
currently work at Marathon, Singh
is looking for one. He’s even kept a
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Baljinder Singh loves serving Taylor students at Upland’s Pit Stop.

weekend shift open in hopes that a
student may apply.
“I know they are nice and they are
good workers too,” Singh said. “I don’t
have any experience about that. In
the future, I’d love to take that experience. If anybody wants a job, they
can come straight here.”
To Singh, Taylor students are more
than pleasant company. They’ve become loyal neighbors on whom he
can rely.
“They are my major customers,”
Singh said. “When Taylor students
go on break, business goes 40 percent down.”
With August came relief for the Pit
Stop. Singh makes sure his store is
prepared for the return of his most
valuable customers.
“He’s always excited when students
come back,” Diller said. “He’s a really hard worker and he’s had to put in
some long hours.”
Singh’s days grew even longer when
he decided to keep his store open
24 hours.
“I was here 10 days before I started doing 24 hours again,” Singh said.
“Sometimes (the students) study in
the night time and they need something to eat.”
Singh’s dedication has not been in
vain. Students such as senior Josh
Bate are greatly appreciative of Marathon’s service.
“I think that the students are passionate about helping them out because we have connected with their
staff,” Bate said. “Going on Polar Pop
runs, getting breadsticks, or occasionally stocking up for an all-nighter

are just a few of the reasons it makes
it convenient.”
Singh had heard about the legendary 2012 Polar Pop run when 2,000
students lined up to support the employees of what was then Circle K. In
August 2013, he was there to witness
the second Polar Pop run.
“Oh, it was amazing!” He said as his
face lit up. “About 600 kids showed up
on that day. In three hours, I sold 600
pops. In the whole day, I sold 1,000.
They are very loyal customers. That’s
why I opened my store 24 hours.”
Diller became just as excited when
he heard about the revival of the campus pop run.
“That event is always a big boost
for them,” Diller said. “I don’t think
there’s even an official organization to
it. It’s more of a student expectation.
It has an inertia of its own.”
It appears that Taylor students
don’t need official organization to
motivate them. According to senior
Taylor Blake, who attended both Polar
Pop runs, keeping the Marathon Pit
Stop running is motivation enough.
“To me, the Polar Pop run is something that is showing support for people and places in Upland, and that
we’re not taking one of our favorite
hangout spots for granted,” Blake said.
“Last year the event was organized to
show we didn’t want the business to
close, and repeating the event meant
we didn’t forget we almost lost it.”
The relationship between Taylor
students and Pit Stop is one of mutual service and gratitude, and Taylor
students can be proud to support a
business that truly values them.

OPINIONS

Concerns have been raised regarding the biblical
grounding of the Stringers’ message. I think this is
largely due to confusion about their methods.
Sex, shame and the gospel
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In defense
of art
Letter to the Editor
by Sarah Cook

I came into Taylor thinking I would
do Bible translation. I’m now an art
major. Many would look at this as a
transition from a “sacred” to a “secular” vocation, but I would beg to differ. Throughout the past two years,
I’ve learned how making art connects to my Christian identity. I’ve
traveled to South Africa to see how
art challenged racism, segregation
and the apartheid. I’ve taken classes
like Christian and the Arts where we
talked about how our work relates to
our faith. I’ve learned from my professors to think deeply about the ideology behind my work. Basically, over the
past two years, I’ve come to see art
not as something secular at all, but
something sacred, not just a pursuit
of something aesthetically pleasing
but a way to glorify God, to expose
corruption and brokenness and to
explore what it means to be human
made in the image of God.
As I’ve made these discoveries
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and stretched myself in my art and
my thinking, I’ve frankly been disappointed with the close-mindedness
of some members of the Taylor community towards student art and even
art in general. I see evidence of this in
what people say as they walk through
Metcalf. “What is that?” “I could’ve
made that.” “A three year old could’ve
made that.” There was an Instagram
posted in The Echo the other week
that sarcastically commented on a
student’s work, and an opinions article totally degrading the Sex and
the Cornfields art show, describing
the art as pornography. There have
been vandalism and the flagrant destruction of student work since I’ve
been here at Taylor. I’ve experienced
this dismissal and disrespect for art
at Taylor even on a person level. A
good friend of mine recently told
me she was going to dump a pile of
trash in the hallway of Metcalf and
see how long it took for people to
realize it wasn’t an art piece. While
seemingly a harmless joke, the underlying punchline of this prank is that
the quality of student work at Taylor
is so comparable with garbage that
the two are indistinguishable.
These misunderstandings and occasional jabs at student artwork are
hurtful and offensive not only to me,
but to my peers and teachers. Some of
the students I’ve talked to are afraid
to attempt to tackle complex issues
in works of art because they know
they’ll receive negative backlash
from the community. Nudity is seen
as pornography. Exploring brokenness and decay is seen as sloppy. Abstract art and minimalism receive the
classic snap judgment of “I could’ve
done that.” I don’t think I’d ever tell a
biology major how to do their lab, a
music major how to play their instrument or an education major how to
teach. Yet, even though we’ve received
years of training in art, art majors are
ruthlessly critiqued by students from
other majors who are ignorant of the
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Taylor isn’t a place to shut
yourself off to new ideas, but
to dive into things you may not
understand or that may not at
first appeal to you, to expand
your mind and your taste.
I guess the reason I’m writing this
article is to ask the Taylor community to support our art rather than
degrade it, to question our art with
curiosity rather than sarcasm and to
take an open minded approach to the
art you see on campus. I know not
all student art is good art, and I’m
not asking for compliments or false
praise. What I want to see is people
walking up to a sculpture or painting
they don’t understand and taking a
few minutes to ponder it. I want to see
people asking their art major friends
“What does that mean? What was the
idea behind that work?” We’re a higher learning liberal arts institution for
goodness’ sake! Taylor isn’t a place to
shut yourself off to new ideas, but to
dive into things you may not understand or that may not at first appeal
to you, to expand your mind and your
taste. The art majors at Taylor have so
much to say, share and contribute to
the community. We just ask that you
would listen.

The
criteria of
consideration
Kari Travis

Co-Editor in Chief
Graphic by Claudia Viscarra

I live by something I like to call the
“curb list.”
The premise is simple. If a guy I
am dating fails to meet any criterion on the list, he gets kicked to the
curb. These criteria aren’t forgiving,
either. If he fails to open doors for me,
he gets kicked to the curb. If he fails
to listen as much as he talks, he gets
kicked to the curb. If he doesn’t pay
for the occasional meal out, he gets
kicked to the curb.
It’s intense, I know. Some might
even say it’s unreasonable. But with
all this “kicking to the curb” you may
see happening, there is one, major catch.
Every criterion on my list is something I require, not only of a significant other, but also of myself.
Yes, you read me correctly. I expect
to open doors, listen as much as I talk,
(if not more so), and pay for meals just
as much as any gentleman I date.
Before you go raising your eyebrows or bristling against a feminist
lecture—please read on. There is no
hidden agenda to this article. In fact,
that’s kind of the point.
As you can see by the extremely
traditional expectations on my curb
list, I am very welcoming toward gentlemanly behavior. But that doesn’t
mean I don’t want to reciprocate.
And that’s why I ask one thing of the
men and women who are reading
this article.
Could we please stop treating
well-mannered social behavior as
something that is expected only of
males? Quite frankly, it’s getting old.
Here’s an example. Whenever I’m

out and about, I run into the ever-present game “is the guy going to
open the door?” And believe me, it
turns into quite the dance. I’ve seen
doors slammed in my face. I’ve seen
guys hold a door open when I am still
60 seconds from the entrance—I’ve
even experienced the classic double-door entrance a time or two.
But why do these things matter so
much to me?
I’ve pondered this question a lot,
and if I’m honest with myself, there
is hardly a rational reason for me to
dislike a guy specifically because he
fails to open a door for me. Actually, I
feel the same dislike when a girl lets a
door slam in my face. This can mean
only one thing.
Such behavior does make me feel
devalued, not necessarily as a female,
but rather as a human being.
And that’s the bottom line. It’s not
about being a gentleman, or a lady.
It’s about being a considerate human
being who thinks through every action and questions the impact his or
her behavior may have on others.
That’s why I hold myself to my own
curb list. Because holding open doors,
listening carefully, and paying for the
occasional meal are simple ways to
say, “Hey, you might be having a bad
day, but someone still cares that
you exist.”
Granted, it’s hard to monitor my
own track record. Let’s see, how am
I doing with my criteria? Oh dear,
I’ve been talking too much, haven’t
I? Okay, I’ll be quiet now and listen.
What are your thoughts?

It is precisely this focus on applying the good news of the kindness
of Christ to our debilitating shame
that the Stringers’ Christ-alone gospel
shines through. Let us be very clear:
It is impossible to motivate gospel
change through shame. Shame has
always perpetuated the destruction
of the fall. But in Christ, there is now
no condemnation. Christ appeals to

us not by shaming us, but by suffering
for and with us. Then, against all odds,
he frees us by the power of his resurrection. He now progressively draws
us into naked intimacy with him. Motivating through shame is actually exploitation and is false gospel. For do
you not know that it is God’s kindness
that leads us toward repentance?
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ideology behind our work, theories
of color and composition, the connection to art history, the relation to
the larger conversations occurring in
contemporary art, etc.

Sex, shame
and the
gospel
Letter to the Editor
by Aaron Johnson

Rightly handling the intersection
of sexuality and the gospel is like
making snow angels in a minefield—
things get messy. Nonetheless, I’ve
never been more impressed with the
attempt that the Stringers made this
year during Sex and the Cornfields.
My appreciation hinges on the refreshing difference in their method of engaging Scripture and their
Christ-centered gospel message.
Let us first be very clear about this
year’s Sex and the Cornfields topic.
Contrary to popular expectation, this
year’s focus was not on sexual ethics.
Rather, it was attempting to apply
truths of the gospel to our embodied
stories of shame. Concerns have been
raised regarding the biblical grounding of the Stringers’ message. I think
this is largely due to confusion about
their methods.
No doubt most of us have primarily engaged with the Bible’s content
on sexuality through expositions of
New Testament passages on sexual
ethics. Such teaching is vitally important, but by itself, it has likely left
people desiring a broader positive
understanding of sexuality. To reach
this, one must begin by pulling back
from explicit passages on sexuality to
consider the implications of the full
narrative of the gospel on this issue.
Rather than giving us a list of verses,
the Stringers explicitly engaged the
Bible in their interpretation of how
sexuality relates to Christian ideas of
Creation, Exodus, Exile, Baptism and
Communion. Such an approach is
difficult to follow if one is unfamiliar
with a big-picture, narrative approach

to engaging Scripture. However, such
an approach is absolutely necessary
to the formation of our theology; if
the church didn’t do this, we would
have no coherent concept of trinity
or incarnation. Like it or not, this is
the process by which we must apply
the gospel to every facet of our lives.
By way of illustrating the above
method, I will attempt to illuminate
at least one facet of the Stringers’
message: their Friday-Saturday-Sunday theology. Hopefully we can both
illustrate what a narrative-centered
method of engaging Scripture looks
like, as well as illuminate what I found
to be the most encouraging element
of the Stringer’s message: their underlying Christ-centered gospel focus.
This concept is rooted in the short,
three-day narrative of Christ’s Friday death, Saturday descent to hell
and Sunday resurrection. One should
be hard-pressed to characterize this
developed concept as biblically unfounded—it is straight from the Apostles’ creed and the three most holy
days in our faith. Friday and Sunday
are familiar to us. On Friday, Christ
takes upon himself the full consequence of our sin, our full weight of
shame, and dies our death. On Sunday, he rises victorious over these
same realities, showing that they will
have no place in the new kingdom
that he is inaugurating. But what of
Saturday? On Saturday, he finally fully identifies with us, even to the point
of experiencing our death. In this
movement, he dwells with us in the
full shame of separation from his father—not just for a heart wrenching
moment, but for three days of death.
How is this relevant to our sexuality?
On the Stringers’ account, we all have
deeply impactful stories of shame and
brokenness that encroach upon our
divinely-designed sexualities. Rather than holding this shame over us,
Christ enters in and dwells with us in
it! There could be no kinder engagement with our story than this. This is
the character of our God.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
Hanson_Reed@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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“I guess it’s a pretty good way to get your first
collegiate goal. Go big or go home, right?”
Women’s soccer escapes in penalty kicks

TheEchoNews.com/Sports

Women’s soccer escapes
in penalty kicks
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THE WATERBOY
This is not a column titled after the 1998
comedy with Adam Sandler. It’s a place to
take a break from the action, step over to the
sideline and let me refresh you with a cold
cup of sports knowledge. Every other week,
I’ll give a response to the professional and

LaValley heroic in
PK shootout

(59th career goal) in the 25th minute off an assist from sophomore
Emily Brydon. The Trojans held the
Adam Kelly
lead until the 71st minute when the
Lancers tied it. The teams desperSports Writer
ately tried to find the game-winner
Claire LaValley was heroic last Satur- as time ticked down, but overtime
day. The freshman goalkeeper saved was needed to decide a winner.
the season for women’s soccer as the
In the two overtime periods, both
seventh-seeded Trojans edged sec- teams came up with multiple shots
ond-seeded Grace in the Crossroads that couldn’t find the back of the
League quarterfinal game with a 3-2 net. Inevitably, the game went into
win in penalty kicks (PKs).
PKs where LaValley saved three out
“When it went to penalty kicks,
of five shots from the Lancers and,
I felt really confident because, in
with the score tied 2-2, netted a PK
practice, Claire has stopped about
of her own to advance the Trojans
half of the penalty kicks all year,”
to the semifinals.
said head coach Scott Stan. “She
“I knew I was going to give it my
won a state championship that way, best and I just said ‘bring it on,’”
by saving them and making hers, so LaValley said. “I was more excitI felt really good. It was amazing.”
ed than nervous. My teammates
Senior forward Molly Drooger
worked so hard for 110 minutes and
added to her total as she struck one it was my chance to do my part. I

college sports worlds’ latest controversy.

Winning isn’t
everything
Jeff Yoder
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Freshman Claire LaValley protected the net in the
women’s penalty kick shootout with Grace.

knew the team trusted me in that
position, and I didn’t want to let
them down. I guess it’s a pretty good
way to get your first collegiate goal.
Go big or go home, right?”
The Trojans were outshot 17-16,
but they bested Grace in shot accuracy as Taylor tallied 12 shots on
goal to just nine on target for the
Lancers. With the win, Taylor prepares for Saint Francis next after
the Cougars took down Indiana

Wesleyan in their previous match.
“We are really excited about Saint
Francis. We’ve been playing really
well lately, so I think our game plan
will be to continue and maintain
that level of play,” Drooger said.
The Trojans look to continue their
run in the Crossroads League tournament at 3-seeded Saint Francis
tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.

Special teams
carry Trojans
Chris Yingling

Gamble and the Taylor special teams
crew made their presence known at
the end of the first quarter. Gamble
MSFA Mideast Special Teams Player was able to get a hand on the football
of the Week Dovi Gamble was the to block a Siena Heights punt and
difference maker in Taylor’s 21-7 land on the loose ball in the end zone.
victory over Siena Heights last The play lifted the Trojans to a 14-0
Saturday. The freshman defensive lead at the end of the first quarter.
back recorded two blocked punts and
“They came out in their normal
nearly a third as he and the Trojan formation, and then motioned into
special teams made one big play after a new formation which put me on
another.
the edge,” Gamble recalled. “I used my
Taylor got rolling early, dominating speed to beat the kicker from punting
the visiting Saints’ defense, as it as the ball was snapped.”
The 14-0 lead held until halftime,
junior quarterback Jonathan Keith
completed five passes for 75 yards marking the sixth time in seven
on the opening drive of the game. games this season that the Trojans
Assisted by senior wide receiver went into half with the lead.
Photography by: Timothy P. Reithmiller
Senior Taylor Kinzer recorded two sacks last Saturday against Siena Heights.
However, Taylor’s shutout hopes
Griffin Lowe’s three receptions for
37 yards on the drive, Keith was were short-lived as the Saints
able to find sophomore receiver marched back into the game with an quarter and the Trojans defense Player of the Week.
Senior lineman Taylor Kinzer
Shawn Lashbrook for a catch and impressive seven-play drive capped would maintain its dominance until
run touchdown.
by a 35-yard touchdown pass to make the end of the game.
picked up two sacks on the day while
“I had a one-on-one with a the game 14-7.
Keith put up 190 yards on the day fellow senior lineman Jake Shapley
with a touchdown throw and a score recorded one. The defense recorded
linebacker, so I was able to make a
move and get past him,” Lashbrook
on the ground. He also turned in a 11 tackles for loss while adding four
said. “I got to the 10-yard line, realized
67.9 completion percentage.
forced fumbles.
it’d be tough to get past, so I put my
Lashbrook came up big again in the
“Our guys finished plays behind the
head down and was able to get into
Trojans’ receiving core for the third line of scrimmage and contained the
the end zone with a couple of guys
week in a row, turning in 107 receiving running back,” said head coach Ron
on my back.”
On the Saints’ next possession, a yards off of four receptions and a Korfmacher. “Dovi got his hands
The score marked the fifth time in three-and-out led to another punting touchdown catch. Griffin Lowe led on two punts, taking one back for a
seven games that the Trojan offense scenario. Gamble applied pressure in receptions, hauling in eight balls touchdown. Our entire special teams
was able to score on the opening drive. again, forcing the punter to scramble for a total of 71 yards.
units were great all around.”
The stout play of the defense held right into the arms of Griffin Lowe for
Junior defensive back Adam Sauder
Taylor will travel to Marian this SatSiena Heights at bay. Following the a fourth-down stop deep in Saints’ turned in an excellent performance urday at 1 p.m. before returning home
opening drive, the Trojan defensive territory.
for the Taylor secondary on Saturday, on Nov. 9 to face Saint Francis in the
unit forced two consecutive threeKeith took advantage of the short tallying nine solo tackles in the game last scheduled home game of the regand-outs on the Saints offense, field with a three-yard touchdown while also forcing a fumble and ular season. The Trojans are now 4-3
keeping the game at a close 7-0.
run. The run brought the score up grabbing an interception. Sauder was on the season.
Freshman defensive back Dovi to 21-7 with 2:24 left in the third named the MSFA Mideast Defensive
Contributor

“Our entire special
teams units were
great all around.”

End of the road
for men’s soccer

touch to separate from a defender and fired a much-needed goal for
the Trojans.
With the score at 2-1, the Trojans
were unable to clear a Saint Francis
set piece and the Cougars’ Mitchell
Parker O’Leary
Holloway got his head to the ball to
a shot over the shoulder of Williams. give the home team a 3-1 lead.
Contributor
The Cougars led 2-0 at halftime.
With all odds against them, the TroOn Saturday night, the men’s soccer
“In the second half, coach (Ross) jans continued to fight and got a secseason came to a close as they lost to made some tactical decisions to ond goal with 11 minutes remaining as
Saint Francis 3-2 in the first round of switch up not only our tactics, but our junior Danny Cawley received a pass
the Crossroads League tournament. line-ups and personnel,” said senior from freshman Nate West and rockEarly on, Saint Francis controlled David Maldonado. “I think he put per- eted it top shelf.
possession and was able to produce sonnel in the right spots in order for
Despite the Trojans’ efforts to find
opportunities, forcing junior goal- us to capitalize and score more goals.” an equalizer in the final minutes, the
keeper Michael Williams to make a
One of these changes involved Cougars’ defense stayed strong and
few key saves. The Cougars’ posses- putting senior defender Kevin Miller held off for the win. The story of the
sion paid off in the 21st minute when into the midfield. Miller has played year for the Trojans was coming up
Saint Francis’ Jason Walcutt received defense all four years at Taylor and a goal short as they suffered nine of
a ball over the top for a breakaway the decision surprised everyone, even their 11 losses by only one goal.
and slipped the ball past Williams.
Miller. However, it paid off quickly.
As TUFC saw its season close, some
The Cougars found the back of the
In the 50th minute, sophomore Ca- of its veterans reflected on their
net again as junior Alex Fletcher won leb Bouchier found Miller on a run experiences.
the ball on the endline and rocketed down the middle. Miller took one
“Coach Ross did a good job of

Women’s Volleyball
Men’s Soccer
Women’s Soccer
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instilling a work rate that is required
of the team and it floods over into
other aspects of life,” Miller said. “If
you find yourself disciplined on the
field, then you find yourself disciplined in other areas of life too.”
The Trojans say goodbye to seven
seniors in defender Kevin Miller, forward Ben Beasley, forward J.T. Briggs,
defender David Maldonado, defender Ryan Beachler, midfielder David
Groves and defender Matt Poland.
Poland, along with juniors Tim
Daniels and Tim Miller, received
All-Crossroads League honors for
the season.
“I’d say a big takeaway is the whole
brotherhood aspect,” Poland said.
“Going to fight every day in practice
with those guys and working hard
with those guys—it makes you never want to give up on the season,
even when things weren’t going our
way, because we were such a close
knit group.”

3rd 17-10 (13-5)

1st 22-10 (16-2)

8th 9-23 (3-15)

5th 19-15 (9-9)

9th 7-22 (3-15)

2nd 24-10 (15-2)

4th 17-10 (12-6)

7th 14-17 (8-9)

10th 5-26 (1-17)

6th 16-15 (9-9)

7th 4-11-3 (3-5-1)

4th 7-9-2 (4-3-2)

5th 6-11-2 (3-4-2)

6th 7-8-1 (3-5-1)

9th 6-9-2 (2-5-2)

1st 13-3-3 (6-0-3)

8th 9-10 (3-6)

10th 7-10-1 (2-6-1)

3rd 11-7-1 (6-3)

2nd 14-4-1 (7-2)

7th 11-6-1 (4-5)

8th 6-10-2 (3-6)

9th 8-10 (2-7)

2nd 10-6-2 (7-1-1)

5th 6-12 (4-5)

6th 7-9-1 (4-5)

10th 3-14-1 (0-9)

4th 9-8-2 (5-3-1)

3rd 12-6 (6-3)

1st 9-8-2 (5-3-1)

Sports Writer

The classic defense of a coach that
“winning isn’t everything” usually
applies when said coach can’t win.
It’s normally a cheery pick-me-up
for youth athletes when the other team possesses superior talent.
For a sports fan (if you are one),
this coach’s proverb about winning
makes absolute sense.
Winning certainly isn’t everything for
one general manager (GM) in the NBA
this year, which is surprising. The expectation in professional sports is win—
or get canned. But for this GM, winning
isn’t even on his to-do list. In fact, he’s
planning on not winning.
What GM can keep his job despite
planning to lose for an entire season? If
I knew, I’d tell you. It’s the big mystery
circulating through the NBA as the season started this Tuesday.
Why would a GM throw in the towel
for an entire season? That much we do
know. Simply put, the 2014 draft class is
ripe with budding talent, and the worse
your team is, the higher the draft pick
you’ll get in June.
This GM, who remains anonymous,
reportedly told ESPN The Magazine’s Jeff
Goodman that his team will plan to lose
games in hopes of speeding up the rebuilding process.
“Our team isn’t good enough to win
and we know it,” said the anonymous
GM. “So this season we want to develop and evaluate our young players, let
them learn from their mistakes—and
get us in position to grab a great player.
The best way for us to do that is to lose
a lot of games.”
It makes sense in theory, but it’s too
early to plan on losing. It’s the same dilemma that haunted the Indianapolis
Colts in 2011 when they had to choose
between winning meaningless games
or tanking on purpose to get quarterback Andrew Luck with the top pick. It
worked for the Colts, but I don’t think
they began the season with the “lose for
Luck” mindset.
This NBA season has striking similarities to the “lose for Luck” sweepstakes
of two years ago. The 2014 draft lottery
winner will likely select Kansas freshman Andrew Wiggins, who has been
touted as the next emerging superstar,
and the guys right behind him aren’t
bad either.
The talent level in the draft this June
is about as inflated as the 2003 class,
which included Lebron James (No. 1),
Carmelo Anthony (No. 3), Chris Bosh
(No. 4) and Dwyane Wade (No. 5) as
four of the top five picks.
I hope our mystery GM gets stuck with
the next biggest bust in draft history as
punishment for cheapening NBA competition this season. I only wish I knew
whom I was hating on.
While a lot of suspicion is being
aimed at teams like the Philadelphia
76ers or the Boston Celtics, for a list of
reasons that is too lengthy to cover, I
don’t think the Celtics’ management or
the Philly roster moves suggests they’re
bad enough to give in.
My leading candidate for the mystery
GM is Ryan McDonough of the Phoenix Suns. Since McDonough joined the
Suns in May, he shipped Luis Scola, the
team’s best player, to the Indiana Pacers. He traded Caron Butler, a starter,
to Milwaukee for a couple of no-names.
He released a disgruntled Michael Beasley, also a starter, in early September.
Most recently, McDonough gave away
four players—Marcin Gortat, Kendall
Marshall, Shannon Brown and Malcolm
Lee—to the Washington Wizards in return for Emeka Okafor earlier this week.
The sun is hot in Arizona, but the seat
McDonough sits on might be even hotter if the city of Phoenix knows he’s playing to lose in 2013-2014.
I expected the “winless for Wiggins”
debate to come up in January or February, not in the season’s opening week.
But what do I know? I’m clearly not NBA
executive material; I like winning. In the
words of former NFL coach Herm Edwards, “You play to win the game.”
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“No doubt, no hiding it, we want to be a national
championship level program.”
Start of an era
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Start of an era
Steve Nafziger

A

Sports Writer

nother piece of rich
history is in the books
for Taylor men’s and
women’s basketball.
The teams will take
the court this season with new coaches for the first time in 24 (women) and
34 (men) years. The men’s team welcomes head coach Josh Andrews, former Ohio high school coach, while
women’s head coach Kelly Packard
looks to carry over her success from
a four-year stint with Ball State.
“They’re players’ advocates,” said
athletic director Angie Fincannon.
“They connect with the players so
well. That’s what I’ve been impressed
with early. They’ve both proven
themselves as coaches who can win
championships.”
Packard brings with her a tradition
of winning from Ball State, where
she coached from 2008 to 2012. She
ranked second on the school’s alltime wins list with 58. Her first season
highlighted her career as her 12thseeded Cardinals knocked off the twotime defending champion Tennessee
Volunteers, led by legendary head
coach Pat Summit.
Packard recognizes the success
that has come before and wants to
blend that foundational past with her
coaching style and identity.
“I continue to be very encouraged at
how this group is excited to receive
new teaching and to implement it,”
Packard said. “There is no resistance
in what we are trying to introduce
technically, and the energy brought
to practice each day is consistent.”
Men’s coach Josh Andrews is
Taylor’s third head coach for Taylor
since 1947. In the past six seasons,
Andrews recorded a 112-35 record
with both Princeton High School
and Middletown High School in
Ohio. He also recorded eight coachof-the-year awards and four district
championships over his career. In
2009, Andrews led his team to a
state championship game where
they fell 60-58 to a Northland High
School team that included 2 future
NBA players in Trey Burke and
Jared Sullinger.
Andrews prides his teams in
three main components: a team
attitude, a winning work ethic and

emotional toughness. The challenge
is taking these three components
and implementing them with his
new players.
“We have to grow in between the
start and the finish of this year,”
Andrews said. “We want to play with
a ton of energy and grow our ability to
play with pace and get up and down
the floor. No doubt, no hiding it, we
want to be a national championship
level program.”
Winning is something the men’s
and women’s teams are looking to
continuing with both teams coming
off winning seasons last year. The
men have some key pieces to replace,
including their top three scorers:
Casey Coons, Nate Kasper and
Tommy Peller.
Seniors Ben Raichel and Josh
Riikonen look to pick up where
their former teammates left off. Last
year, Raichel was the fourth leading
scorer with 8.2 points per game
while Riikonen finished fifth with 2.9
points per game. Both seniors look
to increase their productivity as they
will get new opportunities in the new
look system.
“I think we have a new role as
seniors,” Raichel said. “Last year, we
had Casey, Tommy and Kasper to
lean on, so with them being gone, I’m
going to have to step up, Josh is going
to have to step up, and even some of
the juniors.”
The men’s program has a new
addition in sophomore Kyle Stidom,
who transferred from Davenport
University where he appeared in all
34 games. Sophomore Darayl Jordan
joins the starting five and looks to lift
the TU offense with his scoring.
On the women’s side, two freshman
accompany 12 returning players. The
women also lost their three leading
scorers but still have six players
who appeared in all 31 games last
season, proving that they don’t lack
experience on the court.
Led by six seniors, Packard’s
womens’ squad isn’t planning to miss
a beat despite losing some scorers.
Senior Kelsey Bryant averaged just
under 11 points her sophomore year
and 8.4 last year. She also led the
team in steals and assists. Senior
Shayna Wood averaged 7.1 points
per game and 3.8 rebounds per game.
Senior Becca Daniels averaged just
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PREVIEW
Football (4-3)
Schedule

11/2 Marian (A) 1:00 p.m.
11/9 Saint Francis (H) 1:00 p.m.
11/16 Saint Francis, IL. (A) 2:00 p.m.

Volleyball (17-10,
13-5)
Schedule

11/2 Indiana-Southeast (A) 4:00 p.m.
11/2 Campbellsville (A) 6:00 p.m.
11/5 Crossroads League Tournament (H)
7:00 p.m.

Photography by: Timothy P. Reithmiller

Coach Andrews talks with players in the exhibition game earlier this week.

Men’s Basketball
Schedule

11/2 Siena Heights (H) 3:00 p.m.
11/8 Lindsey Wilson (H) 7:00 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
Schedule

11/1 Purdue Calumet (A) 4:30 p.m.
11/2 Robert Morris (A) 11:00 a.m.

Women’s Soccer (116, 4-5)
Schedule

10/26 Grace–CL Quarterfinals (A) 2:30 p.m.

Men’s Cross
Country
Photography by: Timothy P. Reithmiller

Coach Packard looks on as her team prepares for the season-opener.

under 6 points per game, 2 rebounds
per game and 1 block per game last
year and hopes to give Taylor the wellrounded play they need this season.
Th e Ath l e ti c D e p a r tm e n t ,
coaching staff and players are all
looking forward to the new era in
Taylor basketball.
Fincannon unveiled some new
and exciting programs the athletic
department has implemented for the
upcoming basketball season. Taylor
will reveal a new mascot, since the
old mascot has been retired. The
Athletic Department is also working
to have “Game Day Sponsors” that
might have free giveaways. Also,
the TU Poms team will be making
many appearances throughout the
season, and they’ll be more active

throughout games.
The athletic department has also
implemented a punch card system. If
a Taylor student attends five games,
he or she will turn his or her punch
card in for a chance to win a big
screen TV in a drawing at the end of
the season. The more games attended,
the more punch cards can be turned
in for a better chance to win. It’s
just one more way that the athletic
department wants students to enjoy
the fan experience.
“God is using people in so many
ways to glorify Him and (athletics)
is one way,” Fincannon said. “It’s not
the only way. It’s just one way . . . but
this is a chance for our campus to get
behind something exciting.”

Schedule

10/26 Great Lakes Invite
11/9 Crossroads League Championships

Women’s Cross
Country
Schedule

10/26 Great Lakes Invite
11/9 Crossroads League Championships

The women’s team will tipoff on Friday against Purdue
Calumet at 4:30 p.m. while
the men’s team begins play on
Saturday hosting Siena Heights
at 3 p.m.

Women’s cross country climbs to No. 4
Caitlin Vukorpa
Sports Writer

After winning the Great Lakes Invitational last Saturday with another program-record time, the Taylor women’s
cross country team is now ranked No.
4 in the NAIA.
“This past meet was iconic for our
program,” said head coach Quinn
White. “The ladies are running with
a lot of confidence right now. We are
focused and we are working on our
team goal, to finish strong.”
With a team time of 92:49.63, the
Trojans knocked 93 seconds off the
previous program record, which was
set at the NAIA Pre-Nationals on Oct.
12. With a difference of 1.57 seconds,
Taylor claimed a six-point victory
over No. 6 Olivet Nazarene, taking
home the championship. No. 5 Saint
Francis finished in third place, 34
points behind the Trojans.

Freshman Hannah Schroder ran
the best race of her career, finishing fifth in the competition, which
ultimately secured her spot of the
second-best time in Taylor history
at 18:10.36. Junior Allison Steinbeck
and freshman Anna Meyer also had
key performances for the Trojans as
both recorded personal-best times
and top-20 finishes. With a time of
18:22.45, Steinbeck went on to claim
the fourth-best time in program history with her ninth-place finish, shaving 19 seconds off her personal best,
which was set at Pre-Nationals. Finishing 18th, with a time of 18:37.86,
Meyer also went on to claim a best
individual time in TU history at No. 10.
Also finishing strong for the Trojans
were junior Elaine Schmeltz (24th),
junior Jenna Norris (32nd) freshman
Kerigan Riley (36th) and sophomore
Jane Hawks (40th).
“Our strategy is to run our race,

to use our talents to the maximum,
and to be patient, running with confidence,” White said.
Recording the two best and three of
the top eight team times in program
history, Taylor hasn’t finished lower
than third place in a meet this season.
Closing in on the Crossroads League
Championship, the team hopes to
perform on a national stage.

“The word ‘finish’
does not mean
‘qualify.’ It is more
than getting
ourselves there.”

Photography provided by: Coach White

TU women’s cross country poses after taking home first
place in the Great Lakes Invite last weekend.

work that they’ve invested and it’s reflective of a vision by Coach White.”
“If we are blessed to get back to Nationals, we will lean on our past ex“I could not be happier for this perience of running the course three
group,” said athletic director Ang- weeks ago,” White said. “The word
ie Fincannon. “I am so pleased with ‘finish’ does not mean ‘qualify.’ It is
the way this program has been built. more than getting ourselves there. If
This year has been exciting for them we are blessed to get to Nationals we
and it has been reflective of the hard will be focused on finishing strong.”
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The Trojans look to receive
a national invite on Nov. 9 as
they travel to Grace College to
compete for the Crossroads
League Championship.

Athlete of the Week

Hannah Schroder
Year

Freshman

Hometown

Caledonia, MI

Nickname

Twiggy

Dream Job

Physician’s Assistant

Funniest teammate

Taryn Seeland

Favorite pump up song

“Can’t Hold Us”(by Macklemore)

Key Stat

Recorded second fastest time in Taylor
history (18:10:36)
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